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Abstract
Interleaving is an online evaluation technique that has shown to

be orders of magnitude more sensitive than traditional A/B tests. It

presents users with a single merged result of the compared rankings

and then attributes user actions back to the evaluated rankers. Dif-

ferent interleaving methods in the literature have their advantages

and limitations with respect to unbiasedness, sensitivity, preser-

vation of user experience, and implementation and computation

complexity. We propose a new interleaving method that utilizes a

counterfactual evaluation framework for credit attribution while

sticking to the simple rankingmerge policy of balanced interleaving,

and formally derive an unbiased estimator for comparing rankers

with theoretical guarantees. We then confirm the effectiveness of

our method with both synthetic and real experiments. We also

discuss practical considerations of bringing different interleaving

methods from the literature into a large-scale experiment, and show

that our method achieves a favorable tradeoff in implementation

and computation complexity while preserving statistical power

and reliability. We have successfully implemented our method and

produced consistent conclusions at the scale of billions of search

queries. We report 10 online experiments that apply our method

to e-commerce search, and observe a 60x sensitivity gain over A/B

tests.We also find high correlations between our proposed estimator

and corresponding A/B metrics, which helps interpret interleaving

results in the magnitude of A/B measurements.
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1 Introduction
Online evaluation is the yardstick for improvement and innova-

tion of search systems [14,15,26]. A/B testing is the pervading

online evaluation approach, where new search ranker candidates

(“treatments”) and the current ranker in production (“control”) are

presented to randomized groups of real users, and user feedback

metrics such as clicks and purchases are used to compare and de-

termine the winning variant.

A/B tests can often be a bottleneck to search ranking updates

and innovations as they typically take several weeks to reach statis-

tically significant conclusions, and soon become a scarce resource

as demand for experimentation outgrows the available bandwidth

of online traffic. Reasons for lack of sensitivity include user feed-

back being noisy (e.g. clicks) and/or sparse (e.g. purchases), and

effect sizes of new innovations tend to shrink as the search system

grows mature. Moreover, during an A/B test users are exposed to

potentially suboptimal rankers – the longer this goes on, the wider

the impact of undesired effects in their search experience.

In need of improving the sensitivity of online evaluation, inter-

leaving took shape as a new technique and was gradually adopted

by industry [1,3,6,7,10,19,21,25]. Rather than showing the evalu-

ated rankers separately, interleaving presents users with a single

merged list of the compared rankings, observes and attributes user

actions on the combined ranking back to the evaluated rankers.

The advantage of interleaving is that user reaction to results from

one system can be observed in the presence of results from other

competing systems. This enables relative preference measurements

that are not possible when testing rankers separately. Empirical

studies have demonstrated orders of magnitude higher sensitivity

of interleaving than traditional A/B tests [3,6,8,9].

Several evaluation criteria for a good interleaving method have

been proposed in the literature: correctness of the declared winning

ranker, sensitivity to improvements in search quality, and preserv-

ing user experience quality as an online intervention [6,7,13,20].

Interleaving methods distinguish from each other by how the in-

terleaved result is constructed from the compared rankings (inter-

leaving policy), and how user actions are attributed back to the

compared rankers (credit attribution) [3]. Each method has its own

advantages and limitations with respect to these criteria. The sim-

plest interleaving method, balanced interleaving [10,11], is biased

when comparing lists that are similar but up to small shifts in posi-

tion [7,21]. More elaborate interleaving methods are proposed to

avoid this issue, at the expense of limitations in sensitivity, potential

degradation of user experience, and/or increased implementation

complexity and computational cost [3,6,7,13,17,20,23,24].

In this paper we propose a new approach that utilizes a counter-

factual evaluation framework for credit attribution while sticking

to the simple merging policy of balanced interleaving. The key idea

in the proposed approach is to apply a propensity-based weight-

ing to the attributed credits, and formally derive a closed-form

unbiased estimator for comparing rankers. To our best knowledge,
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the proposed method is novel with respect to state of the art in

interleaved online evaluation. Our method has been implemented

successfully and produces trustworthy conclusions at the scale of

billions of search queries. We illustrate the effect of our method

in both simulations and online experiments at Amazon search,

showing improvement over alternative state-of-the-art interleaving

methods with respect to the aforementioned evaluation criteria.

Our main contributions and findings include the following. First,

the proposed method corrects the bias of balanced interleaving un-

der theoretical guarantees while inheriting its merits of simplicity

and sensitivity. We discuss the practical considerations for imple-

menting these interleaving methods in large-scale experiments, and

show that our method achieves a better tradeoff than other alterna-

tives in terms of implementation and computational cost. Second,

we report 10 large-scale online experiments applying interleaving

to e-commerce search, taking sessions rather than queries as the

analysis unit, and performance metrics based on purchases rather

than clicks. We observe in this setting that balanced interleaving

reaches the wrong conclusion in 3 out of 10 experiments while

our proposed method corrects all of them. To our best knowledge,

such systematic impact of the bias has not been reported before

in an industry-scale search engine. As an additional finding, we

report high correlations between our proposed estimator and cor-

responding business metrics in traditional (non-interleaved) A/B

tests, which in practice helps interpret the interleaving credit values

in the magnitude of A/B effect sizes.

2 Interleaving in Online Evaluation
Figure 1 (a) illustrates the idea of interleaving. A merged ranking

is created by zipping two lists together, alternating turns to pick

elements from the lists into the combined ranking. When the in-

terleaved list is presented to users, the ranker that generates more

user engagement through its elements in the merged list wins the

comparison. An interleaving method thus comprises a) an inter-

leaving protocol for sorting turns when selecting elements from

the compared rankings and placing them in the merged list, and

b) a credit attribution policy to decide which ranker gets credit for

user actions on elements in the merged ranking.

Interleaving achieves high sensitivity due to its unique design.

When choosing one among several alternatives, direct relative mea-

surements between systems are more informative than absolute

observations [16]. Moreover, interleaving turns online tests into

a fully within-subject design, where the competing rankers are

exposed to the exact same users and the same searches, removing

the noise in assigning different treatments to different users [20].

2.1 Evaluation Criteria
We describe the desirable properties of a successful interleaving

method, following requirements that have been proposed in the

literature [6,7,13,20]. We will use these evaluation criteria when

reviewing different interleaving methods and motivating our pro-

posed method in sections that follow.

• Unbiasedness: the method should be unbiased, i.e. it should not

prefer either ranker in expectation when user engagement with

the interleaved rankings is random.

• Fidelity: the method displays fidelity if the expected outcome

aligns with the true comparison between rankers. The direction

of preference should agree with the ground truth.

𝐴 𝑎1 𝑎2 𝑎3 𝑎4
⟶ 𝐼 𝑎1 𝑏1 𝑎2 𝑏2 𝑎3 𝑏3 𝑎4 𝑏4

𝐵 𝑏1 𝑏2 𝑏3 𝑏4

𝐴 𝑎1 𝑎2 𝑎3 𝑎4
⟶ 𝐼 𝑎1 𝒙 𝑎2 𝑎3 𝑎4

𝐵 𝑎1 𝒙 𝑎2 𝑎3

𝐴 gets 3x credit𝐵 gets credit

“Shifted” ASINs

None gets credit

𝐴 gets credit 𝐵 gets credit · · ·

a)  Disjoint rankings (balanced interleaving, 𝐴 first)

b)  Overlapping rankings (balanced interleaving, 𝐴 first) 

Figure 1: Ranking interleaving.

• Sensitivity: the method should be able to detect small differences

ranker quality. It should be data-efficient, reaching statistically

significant conclusions with as few observations as possible.

• User experience quality: the method should not substantially

alter or degrade the search experience of real users during the

experiments.

• Scalability: the method should be affordable in large-scale exper-

iments for implementation complexity and computation cost.

The first three criteria define the correctness and effectiveness of the

method. The conclusions should align with true comparisons, both

when there is a true difference between rankers, and when there is

not. The last two criteria highlight practical considerations for the

method to bewidely adopted in industry. Themethodmust preserve

the user experience quality as an online intervention; otherwise

users may quickly abandon a search system that performs poorly.

2.2 Interleaving Methods
Balanced interleaving is the simplest and most inexpensive inter-

leaving approach [10,11]. It starts with a coin toss to decide which

ranker goes first. Then rankers take turns to pick their next element

from top to bottom, and place them in the interleaved ranking until

one of the lists is exhausted. A ranker simply misses the turn if

its picked element is already in the interleaved ranking. A cutoff

position is defined for credit attribution as the highest position

that, when applied to rankings A and B, produces the interleaved
ranking down to the last user action. User actions are credited to

one or both rankers if they have the element in their input rankings

up to the cutoff position. Alternative ways for credit attribution are

suggested in the literature [3] – regardless, balanced interleaving

suffers from systematic bias in specific edge cases [7], as we discuss

in detail in the next subsection.

Team draft interleaving [21] avoids the bias in balanced inter-

leaving by tossing a coin not just at the beginning, but at every turn,

to decide which ranker goes first. In their respective turn, rankers

place their next item down the list that is not yet present in the

interleaved ranking until one ranker reaches its end position. User

actions are credited to the ranker that happened to select the ele-

ment. Team draft has its own breaking cases where it fails to detect

the difference between certain input rankings [3,7]. We illustrate

this weakness through simulations in Section 6.

This limitation is overcome by probabilistic interleaving [6,7],

that allows any element other than just the next one to be picked,

where selection probability decreases with ranking depth. Credit

attribution is considerably more involved than in balanced and team
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draft interleaving: the probabilities of all possible combinations of

coin tosses and element samplings are computed that can lead to

the produced interleaved ranking. For each such sequence of steps,

the ranker that would have placed each element in the interleaved

list is credited for the actions upon that element; the actions are

then weighted by the probability of the sequence and the whole is

summed into credit expectation for each ranker [6,7]. Downsides of

probabilistic interleaving are notably the potential degradation of

the user experience [17], and the prohibitive computation cost [6].

Further research in this area has explored interleaving extensions

such as multileaved methods that compare more than two rankers

[1,9,23,25], and sophisticated techniques that learn to optimize the

interleaving policy and credit attribution to meet desired measure-

ment properties and constraints [9,12,20,25,27]. Given the increased

complexity involved in these methods, practical challenges arise

when envisioning their implementation in large-scale experiments,

where simpler methods may present preferable tradeoffs, as we

discuss later in Section 3.

2.3 Overlapping Imbalance
Balanced interleaving introduces systematic bias when the input

rankings overlap and one or more common elements are placed

higher by one of the rankers. We refer to this issue as overlapping
imbalance. Bias here means that one ranker is found better than the

other in expectation when exposed to randomly behaving users [7].

Figure 1 (b) illustrates the overlapping imbalance with a toy ex-

ample. Here we take a credit policy that attributes user actions on

common elements only to the ranker that placed the element higher

– other credit attribution variants generate a similar bias, as de-

scribed in the literature [3]. The two rankings areA = ⟨a1,a2,a3,a4⟩,
B = ⟨a1, x,a2,a3⟩. By injecting x in the ranking, B shifts a2 and
a3 down compared to A. The interleaved list can be, with equal

probability, I = ⟨a1, x,a2,a3,a4⟩ or ⟨a1,a2, x,a3,a4⟩, depending on
which ranker starts first. By definition, a randomly behaving user

acts on each position of I with equal probability, and should pro-

duce no preference about either ranker. However, since B ranks x
higher thanA, andA ranks a2, a3, a4 higher than B, actions on x are

credited to B while a2, a3, a4 are attributed toA. This creates a 3:1 a
priori advantage for A over B; as a result, A is expected to get three

times as much credit for user actions as B under random behavior.

This toy example is representative of the general case where

common elements of the two lists are systematically ranked higher

in one of them, giving this list an unfair a priori advantage to

receive credit. Contrary to the expectation that these edge cases

are infrequent or at worst evenly affect the competing systems in

randomized experiments [3], we find them not rare in Amazon

search experiments – we observe bias against one particular side

of the rankers, to the extent of reversing the sign of comparisons.

For instance, a treatment that pushes some item up in the control

ranking will effectively shift all elements below this item down by

one position, putting itself at a systematic disadvantage compared

to the control ranker. This systematic imbalance motivates the

solution we propose in this paper.

3 Large-scale Interleaving at Amazon Search
Our proposed method retains the simplicity of the original balanced

interleaving, which we find to be critical for large-scale experi-

ments in terms of implementation complexity and computational

cost. There are wider implications in infrastructure and engineering

beyondmerely the implementation of the core algorithm. For online

impact in a large-scale search engine, pre-computing and caching

search results of frequent queries is a critical optimization for query-

time latency: almost one third of the Amazon search traffic is served

out of cached results. With our method or balanced interleaving,

there are only two possible results for a given query depending on

the coin flip. With team-draft there can be as many as 2
K
different

possible merged rankings for a given query, where K is the size

of the interleaved ranking – this essentially reduces the caching

efficiency by a factor of 2
K
. For probabilistic interleaving, any

permutation is also possible in the merged ranking, so the efficiency

penalty is even worse, by factorial K !
Moreover, the extra ranking randomness in team draft and proba-

bilistic interleaving requires a user-level caching mechanism, unless

one is willing to have a changing ranking every time a user refreshes

the page or enters the same query twice. Furthermore, team draft

requires logging all the coin tosses to compute credit attribution in

the post-experiment analysis. Such mechanisms are conceptually

simple, but arguably a substantial burden in engineering cost and

technical debt. Another major concern with probabilistic interleav-

ing is the alteration of the original order of the evaluated rankers.

The resulting degradation of search quality puts user trust at risk,

especially when it happens systematically at scale [18].

Finally, in post-experiment analysis, exact credit computation for

probabilistic interleaving has exponential complexity; even with

Monte Carlo approximation, the cost is a multiple of balanced

interleaving, linear in the number of Monte Carlo samples [7,17,18,

23]. This can be a hindrance to producing robust and precise results

at the scale of billions of queries and hundreds of positions.

Optimized interleaving methods [9,12,20,25,27] have also shown

to effectively achieve the desirable properties of an interleaved

approach. They involve however similar or greater complexity is-

sues than discussed above, which may not find an easy justification

given the effectiveness of our proposed alternative. Compared to

optimized interleaving with ad hoc rules and history data, our

method is more robust to search system changes and user behavior

shifts. As for scaling experiments to higher numbers of rankers, it

is straightforward to generalize our method to multileaved compar-

isons [1,9,23,25], as e.g. team draft is generalized in [25]. However,

the cost of answering one query gets multiplied by the number of

rankers, which linearly degrades the query latency to users. We in-

stead envision running multiple data-efficient pairwise interleaved

comparisons within sets of rankers as a better alternative, relying

on transitivity to discard suboptimal rankers and select the best

ones with fair confidence [3].

4 Debiased Balanced Interleaving
We address the overlapping imbalance described in Section 2.3 by a

counterfactual evaluation approach applied to balanced interleaving

– specifically, a form of inverse propensity weighting (IPW) [22]. In

our proposed approach, the attributed credit to a given ranker for

an action in the interleaved ranking is normalized by the propensity

(the probability) of the competing ranker to be attributed credit at

that position. In IPW terminology, each position k in an interleaved

impression can be seen as an “individual” to whom a treatmentA or

B is to be dispensed, and credit (customer engagement) represents

the outcome of interest of the treatment. Credit attribution to one
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ranker at an interleaved position k is equivalent, in this view, to

assigning the ranker treatment to position k and observing whether

or not customers engage with that position. We thus weigh the

observed credit to a ranker by the inverse probability that the

interleaved position would have been attributed to that ranker.

4.1 Formalization
Formally, let I denote an interleaved list of A and B. Let αk (I ) ∈
{A,B, ∅} denote the credit attribution decision at position k in I .
We can express the credit attributed to a ranker R ∈ {A,B} from an

impression of an interleaved ranking I as:

CR (I ) =
∑
k

1(αk (I ) = R)Vk (I )Ek (I )

where Vk (I ) is a binary variable equal to 1 if the user views the

item at position k in I , Ek (I ) is the user engagement at position

k , and 1(X ) is the binary indicator function (1 if X is true). While

the literature has focused on binary user actions and binary ranker

comparisons, user engagement Ek (I ) in our formulation can be bi-

nary (e.g. clicked / not clicked) or numeric (e.g. purchased units, rev-

enue) [26]. Also we consider numeric experiment outcomes compar-

ing rankers by the difference in attributed credit CA(I ) −CB (I ).
Our debiased approach introduces the following normalization

in the above equation:

sCR (I ) =
∑
k

1(αk (I ) = R)Vk (I )

P(αk (I ) = R | αk (I ) , ∅,Vk (I ) = 1)
Ek (I ) (1)

where the condition αk (I ) , ∅ is needed for a well-defined proba-

bility distribution on R ∈ {A,B}. The normalization is essentially

the propensity to be attributed position k of the interleaved list I .
When there is no overlapping imbalance, the normalizing factor

is 1/2 for both rankers, and the bias-corrected method becomes

equivalent to uncorrected attribution. When there is a systematic

overlapping imbalance, this propensity factor gets away from 1/2

and helps restore the balance in the ranker comparison.

4.2 Attribution Propensity Estimation
To estimate the propensity, we make a simplifying assumption that

ranker attribution α is independent from the position k such that

P(αk (I ) = R | αk (I ) , ∅) ≈ P(α(I ) = R | α(I ) , ∅). This helps meet

the IPW positivity condition [22] of a nonzero propensity: a ranker

may have zero chance of getting credit for a specific position, but

always gets nonzero attribution over the entire interleaved list. We

can then estimate the propensity as the ratio of positions attributed

to R over total nonzero attributed positions:

P̂(α(I ) = R | α(I ) , ∅) =
∑
k 1(αk (I ) = R) /

∑
k 1(αk (I ) , ∅)

Plugging this into equation 1 we get our debiased estimator:

sCR (I ) =

∑
k 1(αk (I ) = R)Vk (I )Ek (I )∑

k 1(αk (I ) = R)Vk (I ) /
∑
k 1(αk (I ) , ∅)Vk (I )

(2)

The correction can be interpreted as dividing the credit that each

ranker R obtains by the ratio of total prior attribution to R over the

impressed interleaved ranking I .
To illustrate the effect of our approach, consider again the toy

exampleA = ⟨a1,a2,a3,a4⟩ and B = ⟨a1, x,a2,a3⟩ from Section 2.3.

As explained earlier, the number of positions attributed to A and B
are

∑
k 1(αk (I ) = A) = 3, and

∑
k 1(αk (I ) = B) = 1. Per equation 2,

credit toA should be divided by 3/(3+1) and credit to B by 1/(3+1).

For a randomly behaving user with uniform engagement probability

P(Ek (I )) = p, the corrected credit is E[sCA(I )] = 4p = E[sCB (I )] in
expectation. The correctedmeasurements are no longer biased since

A earns as much credit (and wins as many times) as B in expectation.

It is easy to check that this remains a tie even if the user browses I
with non-uniform position probability. The unbiasedness proof in

the next subsection reflects this generalization.

In our application, we group measurements and correction at

a higher unit of sessions rather than individual impressions, as

in the experiments reported later in Section 7. Sessions can be

more meaningful than individual queries as a unit of randomization

and comparison, as they comprehend a more complete account

of a search intent [21]. To this end we make an additional inde-

pendence assumption over impressions in a session S such that

P(α(I )= R | α(I ) , ∅, I ∈ S) ≈ P(α(S) = R | α(S) , ∅), and estimate

the propensity by averaging over all the impressions of each session

in an experiment Ω:

sCR (Ω) =
1

|Ω |

∑
S ∈Ω

1

OR (S)

∑
I ∈S

∑
k

1(αk (I ) = R)Vk (I )Ek (I ) (3)

where:

OR (S) =
∑
I ∈S

∑
k

1(αk (I ) = R)Vk (I )
/ ∑

I ∈S

∑
k

1(αk (I ) , ∅)Vk (I )

is the total credit opportunity that ranker R gets across session S .
Finally the outcome of experiment Ω is defined as sCA(Ω) − sCB (Ω),
and it is straightforward to apply hypothesis testing (z-test) to

produce p-values and confidence intervals.

4.3 Unbiasedness and Fidelity
We now demonstrate the correctness of our method with theoretical

guarantees, specifically that our method satisfies unbiasedness and

fidelity criteria [7,13,20] defined in section 2.1.

Unbiasedness means that a randomly behaving user should not

create a preference for either ranker: we need to prove that the

expected credit difference (as per equation 1) between two rankers

is always zero in that case. A random user engages with an item at

an examined position with identical distribution regardless of what

the item is: Ek (I ) ≈ Ek |Vk = 1 and Vk (I ) ≈ Vk . Credit expectation
is taken with respect to user engagement E, viewing status V , and

credit attribution by the attribution policy α (V , E and α being

random vectors over positions k in I ).

Theorem 1 (Unbiasedness). For a randomly behaving user with
Ek (I ) ≈ Ek | Vk = 1 andVk (I ) ≈ Vk , the attributed credit by equation
1 returns a tie in expectation:

Eα ,V ,E [sCA(I ) − sCB (I )] = 0

Proof. Starting from equation 1, and knowing that attribution

αk is independent from examination Vk and engagement Ek under

random user behavior, we have:

E[sCR (I )] = Eα ,V ,E

[∑
k

1(αk (I ) = R)Vk (I )

P(αk (I ) = R | αk (I ) , ∅,Vk (I ) = 1)
Ek (I )

]
=
∑
k

Eα ,V [1(αk (I ) = R)Vk (I )] EE [Ek (I ) | Vk (I ) = 1]

P(αk (I ) = R,Vk (I ) = 1) / P(αk (I ) , ∅,Vk (I ) = 1)

=
∑
k

P(αk (I ) = R,Vk (I ) = 1) EE [Ek (I ) | Vk (I ) = 1]

P(αk (I ) = R,Vk (I ) = 1) / P(αk (I ) , ∅,Vk (I ) = 1)
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=
∑
k

P(αk (I ) , ∅,Vk = 1) EE [Ek | Vk = 1]

Since expected credit no longer depends on the ranker R, then for

any two rankers A, B, we have that E[sCA(I )] = E[sCB (I )] and the

credit difference is zero in expectation. □

For fidelity, Hofmann et al. [7] propose that an interleaving

method should declare (in expectation) a winner any ranking A
that Pareto-dominates another ranking B. A Pareto-dominates B
means that any relevant item contained in B is also contained and

ranked higher in A. Radlinski et al. [20] propose that if a document

d is clicked, the ranker that ranked d higher should be given more

credit for the click than the other ranker. Note that we choose to

use the attribution policy that attributes credit for common items

only to the ranker that places it higher, and to neither if the item is

ranked in the same position by both. This was one of the variants

proposed in [3] for improved sensitivity over the original balanced

interleaving. It can be easily seen that both properties are satisfied

by our method, because user actions on items ranked higher in A
are entirely credited to A, and none to B.

In comparison, balanced interleaving and team draft have known

breaking cases that fail some of these requirements. Balanced in-

terleaving does not satisfy the unbiasedness requirement. When

there is an overlapping imbalance, balanced interleaving declares

a wrong winner for random users [3]. Team-draft does not sat-

isfy the fidelity requirement. The breaking cases are of the form

A = ⟨a,b, x⟩, B = ⟨b, x,a⟩ where x is the only item engaged upon;

team draft would declare a tie while the true winner is B since it

ranks the relevant item x higher [7,20].

Ourmethod has its own breaking caseswhere it might declare the

wrong winner. These occur when a ranker “wastes” its attribution

advantage given by an overlapping imbalance: if the shifted items

attract scarce user engagement, the ranker is still penalized for an

advantage it does not actually leverage. For instance, with A =
⟨x,a,b,y⟩, B = ⟨c,y,a,b⟩, x and y being the only engaged items,

our method declares B a winner, even though A is better both

in number and overall rank of the engaging items – A does not

take advantage of being attributed a and b (these items get no

engagement) while being penalized for it. However, contrary to the

overlapping imbalance, the edge cases of our method are peculiar

enough that we see no reason to expect a noticeable incidence in

randomized experiments, even less to have an asymmetric effect.

An interleavingmethodwith good fidelity should generally agree

with other appropriate evaluation methods in identifying the better

ranker [20]. To complement the above theoretical specifications, in

Section 7 we will test the fidelity of our method with real search

traffic by comparing with A/B test results. We will also show in

Section 6.3 that our method is more effective than probabilistic

interleaving in addressing the team draft edge case.

5 Empirical Evaluation
We demonstrate the effect of our method with both simulations

in Section 6 and real online experiments in Section 7. Simulations

with synthetic rankings and user behavior allow for quick and

flexible testing of fundamental properties and comparisons with

alternatives [5]. The online experiments provide proof-of-concept

for our approach when applied to real search traffic, and show the

effectiveness of our method in large-scale experiments.

Together, our experiments on simulated and real search traffic

aim to answer the following questions:

RQ1 Are interleaved comparisons unbiased? When user behavior

is random, an unbiased experiment should declare a tie by not

finding any statistically significant difference.

RQ2 How sensitive are the comparisons? If one ranker systemati-

cally places highly-engaging items higher than another ranker,

the method should not miss the difference.

RQ3 Our method is defined on a particular credit attribution policy.

Would it be effective on other attribution policy variants?

RQ4 For interleaved comparisons that return numeric outcomes,

are they meaningful in assessing quantitative differences be-

tween rankers? How do the numeric interleaved outcomes

correlate with A/B testing measurements?

6 Simulated Experiments
The simulations compare our approach to other interleaving meth-

ods and variants.
1
The interleaving methods we consider include

balanced interleaving [10,11], team draft [21], and probabilistic

interleaving [6,7]. For the latter we use the implementation by

Oosterhuis et al. [17], with the default setting τ = 0.3, and 100 sam-

ples (we found no substantial improvement by further increasing

the sample size). For balanced interleaving, we consider three credit

attribution policies, suggested in [3]:

• Original policy: typically the default option in literature, credit

on common items is attributed to both rankers down to a cutoff

position defined by the lowest interaction [3,7,10,19,21].

• Uncorrected policy: credit is attributed to the ranker that ranks

the item higher, and none if the positions are the same [3].

• Weighted policy: user actions are attributed to both rankers,

weighted by 1/log of item position in the input ranking [3].

Along with the interleaved comparisons, we simulate a standard

A/B test where the same rankers A and B are separately exposed to

the simulated users, getting credit from standalone sessions.

6.1 Simulation setup
Similarly to prior work [5,7], we run synthetic simulations to eval-

uate the interleaved methods against the success criteria, with a

focus on cases that our method aims to address. While we report

here results on simple user models and ranking policies, we observe

the same trends over a wider model variety we have tested.

6.1.1 Rankings. We generate artificial rankings that we interleave

and expose to simulated users. A main difference among the inter-

leaving methods is how they deal with the intersection between the

compared lists – credit on items outside the intersection is assigned

in the same way by all methods. To focus on that, we simulate pairs

of rankings that contain the same set of items and only differ in

the order. This is not uncommon in real online experiments where

the compared treatments are alternative reorderings of the control

system. To simplify, we make all the items in our simulations equal

in user engagement potential, except one – let us refer to it as ‘x ’ –
with a higher action probability (e.g. because it is more relevant).

To create both an overlapping imbalance and a quality difference

between rankers, we simulate a ranker A that places the high-

engagementx at a randomposition in the bottomhalf of the ranking,

and a ranker B that ranks x at a random position in the top half. B is

1
Source code is available at https://github.com/amzn/debiased-balanced-interleaving.
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better than A under any perspective, since it ranks the single more

valuable item higher. On the other hand this configuration produces

an overlapping imbalance favoring A: all the items between the re-

pective position of x in B and A are one place lower in B than in A.

6.1.2 User behavior. User behavior consists of a browsing model

and an engagement model, similar to simulations in prior work [7].

For item examination we take a cascade model [4], where examina-

tion probability decreases over ranking depth with nDCG decay:

the probability that the user stops browsing at position k is 1−

log(k + 1)/log(k + 2) [2]. For engagement, we consider two models:

a) An aimless user who engages with any examined item with

equal probability. We use this model to check unbiasedness: an

unbiased interleaved comparison should declare a tie for any

two rankers when exposed to this random behavior model.

b) A purposeful user who takes action based on the engagement

probability of seen items. We use this model to test sensitivity: a

sensitive interleaving method should soon identify a statistically

significant difference when exposed to this behavior, if high-

engagement items are ranked at different positions.

6.1.3 Sessions. We simulate 100 sessions including 100 (imaginary)

queries each – we intentionally take a small sample size to observe

some variance; the number of queries per session is relatively high

but is representative of the session notion in our use cases, and helps

us get clean visualizations. For each query, the compared rankers

A and B produce a ranking. Then for each session, we compute the

credit of A and B by each interleaving method and take the average

over sessions (and over queries to scale down results for readability).

For our method, we count the attribution opportunity down to the

last user examined item in the interleaved rankings (in our online

experiments in section 7 we similarly count opportunity only for

impressed items). We take a ranking size of 50 items, an engage-

ment probability of 0.5 for all items except probability 1 for x and,

to simplify, we count all user actions as producing unit credit of 1.

6.2 Unbiasedness
To evaluate the potential bias of different interleaving variants,

we first examine their outcomes under random user behavior, as

described earlier in the simulation setup. The top-left graph of

Figure 2 shows the average credit under this regime: each point in

the scatterplot represents a session, with credit ofA in the x axis and

credit of B in the y axis. A/B tests have half the number of points –

randomly paired sessions – as traffic is evenly split between A and

B. With random user engagement, an unbiased test should declare

a tie for any two rankings in expectation: the dots in the graph

should lie close to the y = x line. We see this is definitely not the

case for uncorrected balanced interleaving, evidencing the impact

of the overlapping imbalance: ranker A is unfairly favored by a

substantial extent and declared a winner in all sessions, because

several items are one position higher in A than in B.
All other methods look aligned aroundy = x with some variance,

as far as the bare eye can catch. The bottom-left graph in Figure 2,

however, uncovers a different story. Similar to prior work [6,19,24],

the curves indicate in the y axis the number of times (out of 1,000

trials) an experiment finds a statistically significant difference (p-
value < 0.05) between A and B, for different amounts of traffic in

the x axis. The faster a curve grows, the less data it takes to draw

significant conclusions, hence the higher the statistical power and
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Figure 2: Bias and sensitivity analysis. To test unbiasedness,
the left graphs show results under randomuser behavior. To
test sensitivity, the right graphs show results under purpose-
ful user behavior. The top plots display results for 100 ses-
sions × 100 queries: each point represents one session and
shows the average credit of ranker A (x axis) and B (y axis).
The bottom graphs compare the statistical power of differ-
ent methods: the simulation is repeated 1,000 times for dif-
ferent subsample sizes (number of sessions as a fraction of
100 in the x axis). For each sample size, they axis shows how
many times (as a fraction of 1,000 repetitions) the compar-
ison between A and B is statistically significant (two-sided
p < 0.05).

sensitivity of the method. Declaring a difference in this case is un-

desirable and reveals a bias – an unbiased comparison should have

a flat power curve for random users. We see in the figure that our

method is indeed unbiased and declares a tie for any sample size.

The figure also confirms that team draft and probabilistic inter-

leaving do not suffer from the overlapping imbalance, as proved in

the literature [3]. A/B tests are also unbiased as one should expect.

On the other hand, the uncorrected balanced interleaving finds sig-

nificant differences very early, confirming the strong drift in favor

of A that is very visible in the top-left scatterplot. The other two

variants of balanced interleaving show a clear bias too, even if it is

not easy to see in the top-left scatterplot. For the original balanced

attribution policy, this is a known fact in the literature [3,7,21]:

it favors A as does the uncorrected variant. For the weighted bal-

anced variant, the figure confirms that it does not properly fix the

overlapping imbalance, even though it shows a weaker bias (the

green curve grows more slowly than the two blue ones). Barely

perceptible to the eye, this method favors B – a false positive, since

customer behavior was random.
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6.3 Sensitivity
We now examine sensitivity by considering the purposeful user

model. The results are shown on the right side of Figure 2. In

the top-right scatterplot we see that now, with informative user

behavior, our proposed method correctly and unambiguously finds

that ranker B is better (since B ranks the valuable item higher than

A). Meanwhile the uncorrected balanced variant stubbornly keeps

declaring A a winner – the overlapping imbalance against B is as

strong as that. In contrast all the other methods seem to stay closer

to the tie line y = x . Our method appears to be the most sensitive:

B is distinctively declared a winner in all sessions.
The power curves (bottom-right) provide a more accurate picture

of the sensitivity performance. Even if the difference is not apparent

in the scatterplot, all methods find some significant difference in

favor of the right winner B, though not as clearly as our method.

Team draft is the weakest interleaved method in terms of sensitivity.

The A/B test is even less sensitive, remaining flat in power. The

compared rankings A and B are not that different after all – they

contain the same items and only one differs in position, and the A/B

test would need orders of magnitude more search traffic to detect

this small difference, confirming that interleaving can achieve great

improvements in data efficiency compared to traditional A/B testing.

The uncorrected balanced variant seems to be as sensitive as our

method, with one “small” caveat: it declares the wrong winner A
with a misleadingly high confidence.

On the other hand, probabilistic interleaving overcomes the lack

of sensitivity of team draft, thus meeting its purpose. For a closer

comparison between our method and probabilistic interleaving, we

test them on a known team draft edge case [3,7]: we simply take

two rankings A = ⟨a,b, x⟩, B = ⟨b, x,a⟩ where, as in the previous

simulations, the conversion rates are 1 for x and 0.5 for all other

items, and we simulate the same amount of traffic. B is objectively

better because it ranks the best item x higher thanA. Figure 3 shows
that all methods except (as expected) team draft detect the difference.

We see however an advantage in our method achieving higher

sensitivity than probabilistic interleaving, finding the difference

with high certainty P(p < 0.05) = 1 at ∼5 times less data (in the

log-scale abscissa). While the probabilistic method relies on ranking

randomization to detect the advantage of B over A, our method

assigns to B all the credit of engagement with x . Therefore our

method solves the team draft weakness in a more data-efficient and

computationally inexpensive way than probabilistic interleaving.

6.4 Bias Analysis upon Alternative Policies
Our correction approach (dividing credit by credit opportunity)

could also be applied to other similarly biased attribution policies in

balanced interleaving, such as the original policy and the position-

based weighting policy [3]. These do not enjoy the theoretical

guarantees of our chosen variant, as credit attribution is not a

proper distribution over two rankers – in particular, these policies

attribute credit to both rankers for some items. We nonetheless test

the correction on the alternative policies as additional empirical

validation of our policy choice.

We see in Figure 4 (a) that the original policy is still biased

by the overlapping imbalance: the power curve is far from flat

under random user engagement. Weighted attribution appears as a

potential unbiased alternative, slightly less sensitive (Figure 4 (b)
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Figure 3: Sensitivity comparison on the team draft edge case
under purposeful user behavior. The graphs display similar
views as the right column of Figure 2.
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Figure 4: Applying the correction scheme on alternative
credit attribution policies. The curve labeled “our attribu-
tion policy” corresponds to our proposed method, labeled
“corrected balanced” in Figures 2 and 3.

right) than our chosen variant. This policy does not display any

empirical advantage though, while having a difficult interpretation

of what opportunity correction does (even on toy examples). This

further confirms our preferred policy as an effective, simple and

theoretically sound option for bias correction.

6.5 Correlation with Business Metrics
Interleaved experiments are commonly handled as binary compar-

isons with three possible outcomes: win, lose or tie. Credit is not

binary, but through elaborate attribution rules, the numeric credit

value is difficult to interpret as a business metric. We empirically

examine the correlation between the interleaved credit difference

and the difference in number of actions (as a business metric proxy)

in separate A/B tests with the same rankers.

For this purpose, we extend the simulation setup with different

ranges of low and high engagement probabilities (other than 0.5 and

1) in the synthetic rankings, inducing a wider range of differences

between A and B. Specifically, we range low engagement between

0.1 and 0.9 (by steps of 0.1), and high engagement from the low prob-

ability to 1, thus resulting in a total of 55 experiments. For each pair

of rankers, we raise the number of sessions to 10,000 to make the

correlations more perceivable. To make the observation symmetric

we flip a coin to decide which is A and B in each experiment.
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Figure 5: Comparing the numeric outcome of interleavedmethods (difference in attributed credit,y axis) and separateA/B tests
(difference in number of user actions, x axis) under non-uniform user engagement. Each point in the graphs corresponds to an
“experiment” where a different pair of synthetic rankers are compared over 10,000 sessions × 100 queries. Pearson correlation
and the zero-intercept trend line are shown for each plot.

Experiment # # Sessions Duration Imbalance ω(B |A)

1 17.1 million 14 days 0.499

2 4.1 million 14 days 0.498

3 10.7 million 14 days 0.499

4 2.6 million 28 days 0.362

5 17.2 million 21 days 0.469

6 11.8 million 14 days 0.488

7 54.2 million 28 days 0.510

8 7.0 million 28 days 0.501

9 29.3 million 14 days 0.446

10 13.8 million 14 days 0.512

Table 1: Basic details of the online experiments. The highest
incidence of overlapping imbalance is highlighted in red.

As shown in Figure 5, our proposed method, weighted balanced,

team draft, and probabilistic interleaving all display a strong linear

correlation with A/B tests. This suggests that the numeric outcome

from interleaving can be indeed informative of the magnitude an

A/B measurement would return. In contrast, the uncorrected and

the original balanced variants do not display any meaningful cor-

relation. In fact, the uncorrected variant has most points in the

wrong quadrants due to the existing overlapping imbalance in our

simulations, indicating a contradiction with A/B conclusions.

Also worth mentioning, we observe a considerable point by point

similarity between team draft, probabilistic interleaving and our

approach. This hints a fair degree of practical equivalence between

these methods when comparing rankers that are different enough.

In this context, our proposedmethod still stands as an advantageous

choice with implementation and computation considerations.

7 Online Experiments
We assess our method with real Amazon search traffic, to evaluate

fidelity in terms of agreement with A/B tests [8,24], and sensitivity

in terms of statistical power. Based on our theoretical and simu-

lation analysis in previous sections, team draft and probabilistic

interleaving were discarded from implementation in the real life ser-

vice. Limitations in sensitivity, implementation complexity, and/or

runtime latency advised against these interleaving methods and

their exposure to real customers. Our implementation does support

a post-hoc comparison of our method and the original balanced

interleaving, as well as traditional A/B testing.

The compared rankers in our experiments are repurposed from

ten traditional A/B tests that have recently been run at Amazon

search. The previous A/B experiments tested improved features for

high quality product brands and fast shipping, as well as improved
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Figure 6: Fidelity of debiased and uncorrected balanced in-
terleaving in online experiments. Similarly to Figure 5, we
check the agreement of interleaved comparisons (y axis)
with A/B tests (x axis), in terms of the credit difference in
revenue between the compared rankers. The points are la-
beled with the corresponding experiments in Table 1.

modeling and data preparationmethods. Table 1 has the basic details

of these experiments, which are the same for interleaved and A/B

tests. We report here the results using revenue as the performance

metric [26]; we observe similar performance with other metrics

such as clickthrough and conversion rates.

We defineω(B |A) to indicate the extent of overlapping imbalance

for a experiment, which computes the ratio of overall attribution

opportunities between rankers A and B:

ω(B |A) =

∑
I
∑
k 1(αk (I ) = B)∑

I
∑
k 1(αk (I ) = B) +

∑
I
∑
k 1(αk (I ) = A)

The more this ratio deviates from 0.5, the more of the impact by

overlapping imbalance. As shown in Table 1, this ratio is generally

not far from 0.5 in our experiments. However, those experiments

that do exhibit significant overlapping imbalance (experiments 4, 5,

and 9) are precisely those for which original balanced interleaving

fails to agree with A/B tests, as we see next (Figure 6 and 7).

7.1 Fidelity
Figure 6 shows the experiment results. Like earlier in Figure 5 (top),

each point shows two online evaluation results, interleaved and

non-interleaved, for a pair of rankers. The coordinates reflect the

credit difference in revenue between the two compared rankers

in the corresponding experiment: x axis for the traditional A/B

test, and y axis for the interleaved comparison. The right panel (b)

shows the uncorrected balanced interleaving, and the left panel (a)

shows the debiased interleaving comparison.
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Figure 7: Sensitivity of interleaving and A/B tests in online experiments. As in Figures 2 and 4, statistical power is estimated
by randomly subsampling experiment sessions, and counting the number of statistically significant results at p < 0.05 (y axis)
for different subsample sizes (x axis). The faster the curve grows, the higher the statistical power.

We see that our debiased interleaving comparison agrees in sign

with the A/B test in all ten experiments: the points in Figure 6 (a)

lie in the top-right and bottom-left quadrants, meaning that the

interleaved comparison declares the same winner as the A/B test

in all cases. Furthermore, the interleaved results display a high

linear correlation with the A/B measurements, which is potentially

useful as a quantitative estimate of the business metric. In contrast,

the uncorrected method in (b) has three points (experiments 4, 5,

9) in the “wrong” quadrant (right-bottom), where the interleaved

comparisons disagree with A/B tests.

These results are obviously small-scale in the number of ex-

periments (ten data points); but not so in traffic volume, which is

in millions of sessions and hundreds of millions of requests per

experiment. A more comprehensive statistical comparison would

require thousands of experiments over hundreds of weeks, much

beyond the scope of this paper. We nonetheless take these results

as a positive proof of concept of the proposed method, and a good

sign confirming that the proposed method works as expected.

7.2 Sensitivity
Figure 7 shows the statistical power of different evaluation methods.

As in the simulations in Section 6, we estimate power by subsam-

pling the experiment data at different proportions, and for each

proportion we check the ratio of samples that reach a statistically

significant conclusion. We see that our method does not incur any

loss of power: both interleaving variants have equal or similar

sensitivity overall. Though uncorrected measurements appear as

more powerful in experiments 5 and 9, they actually return the

wrong conclusions (bottom-right quadrant in Figure 6 (b): it is easy

to achieve statistical significance with incorrect results. On the

other hand, our method is much more data-efficient than A/B tests,

reaching significant conclusions much more quickly. Our debiased

interleaving is on average 60 times more powerful than A/B tests

based on this set of experiments: P(p-value < 0.05) = 1 is reached

∼60 times earlier in the x axis.

8 Conclusions and Future Work
We propose a novel interleaving method that provides unbiased

comparisons while sticking to the simplicity of balanced interleav-

ing policy. Our method corrects the bias of balanced interleaving

with theoretical guarantees, and still inherits its merits of sensitivity,

user experience preservation, and inexpensive implementation. We

empirically confirm the correctness of our method with synthetic

and real search traffic, where the method consistently fixes the

errors of balanced interleaving, while retaining the superior data-

efficiency of interleaved comparisons with respect to traditional

A/B tests. Our method stands the comparison against alternative un-

biased methods, coming out as equally good or better in fidelity and

sensitivity. In the comparison, the savings in implementation and

computation complexity are a decisive advantage for large-scale

experiments.

Our method has been implemented at Amazon search and tested

at the scale of billions of search queries. For 10 large-scale online ex-

periments at Amazon, our method reaches the correct conclusions

in all of them, with an estimated 60x sensitivity gain over A/B tests.

We furthermore observe a high correlation between the numeric

interleaving results and corresponding A/B measurements.

For future work, we are interested in evaluating the stochastic

transitivity for our method that defines the ideal relationship among

multiple interleaving pairs. This paves the road for online learning

to rank which compares multiple rankers (sequentially in multiple

rounds) based on efficient pairwise comparisons [3,21]. Addition-

ally, we can further improve the robustness of our method with a

finer handling of position bias [27] in the estimation of attribution

propensity, where we may over-penalize against the overlapping

imbalance with credit opportunities not actually granted by users.
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